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xtra xtra: xtra is the windows equivalent, you can dl it on your pc and install it on ubuntu the alternative cd? xtra, what is your problem? Can anyone tell me how to install the Xchat IRC client
on ubuntu 12.10? trying to install ubuntu-desktop and no luck i cant update this packages just says there are conflicts and i've to click away Why can't I boot Ubuntu and Kubuntu? i tried sudo
apt-get -f install shrikant, apt-get install xchat danny4way, choose kubuntu at the grub boot menu Yes but when i start up i see a Xchat icon on the top panel Siekacz, it says there are conflicts
xtra, are you sure you have ubuntu-desktop installed? Siekacz, yes yes xtra, I can't find anything that conflicts i had ubuntu-desktop installed on 12.04 and it's still there shrikant, the xchat icon is
a shortcut to launch it, it can be removed but now it says there are some conflicts what? xtra, are you sure? xtra, try to install ubuntu-desktop without any package apt-get install ubuntu-desktop
doesnt work i did i have it already installed on another pc same version and it works fine but here it says i have conflicts and i have to click
Today, the Macintosh repository contains 1,767,652 old Mac files totaling over 366,570.6 GB! Downloads in the last 24 hours = 1494 : 298681.6 MB. The last 5000 visitors-friends from ...
(can't remember) - 1062 : 257060.5 GB. There are two main ways to restore this data: the first is resize, i.e. simply deleting some of the objects. This is the simplest. At the same time, however,
we must remember that some objects and their names may cause you doubts. For example, the file "misc.h". What can he mean? It's actually just a "misc" project header, which described the
macro that locates the file. Another option is just search. fffad4f19a
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